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Abstract 

The car sequencing problem is to find feasible sequences of product variants re-
quiring specific options while taking care of sequencing constraints. First, a branch-
ing seherne and constraint propagation algorithms for the coraputation of feasible 
sequences are provided. Second, an algorithm is presented which can optimize a 
level scheduling objective while taking care of the car sequencing constraints. Com-
putational results are presented which show that feasible sequences can be obtained 
quickly for large problem instances. 

KEY WORDS: Car Sequencing, Level Scheduling, Constraint Propagation Algo
rithms, Computational Results 

1 Introduction 

In many assembly systems, produets are mounted on a conveyor belt. Operators or 
Installation teams move along with the belt while working on a product. In general, an 
operator can work on a product only when it is at his Station. If the operator does not 
finish work on a product before it leaves his Station, there are two alternative approaches 
for completing what so far has not been done. Usually, in the U.S., Utility workers are 
employed to finish work left undone by the primary operator. In Japan, the operator 
pushes a stop button whenever he is unable to finish his work. Clearly, the management 
philosophy behind such distinet approaches is quite different. 

Mixed-model assembly lines with negligible change-over between the produets enable 
diversified small-lot produetion. Just-in-Time (JIT) produetion methods of the 'pull' va-
riety can be used to control such systems. By the use of JIT methods it becomes possible 
to satisfy customers' demands for several produets without holding large inventories and 
without ineurring large shortages; cp. e.g., Kubiak [9] and Steiner and Yeomans [16]. 

When several models of the same general product have to be assembled on one common 
line the underlying design problem has two components: (i) a long-term planning problem 
called line balancing and (%%) a short-term planning problem known as model sequencing. 
In the line balancing problem, the tasks required to assemble the product have to be 
allocated to Workstations. Each Station has to be designed, tooled and equipped with 
respect to the tasks assigned to it and, hence, the allocation is based more on Strategie than 
operational issues. A discussion of these topics can be found in, for instance, Scholl [15]. 
In the model sequencing problem, the shop floor is the focus of attention where we have 
to decide ab out the specific order in which the different models have to be launched onto 
the line. Usually, the demand rate of the models varies and the problem must be solved 
periodically. 

Due to the pull nature of JIT systems, once the sequence of the models is fixed at 
the final assembly level, the produetion schedules at all preceding levels are inherently 
fixed also. Therefore, the major problem to be solved as a prerequisite for the effective 
utilization of JIT systems is to determine the sequence in which the different models have 
to be scheduled at the final assembly level. In general, the final assembly level consists 
of several stations where each is serviced by a part feeder or one feeder provides parts for 
several stations (cp., e.g., Sumichrast and Clayton [17]). In such produetion environments 
we have to take care about the Station loads and about the part usages which both are a 
funetion of the sequence. 
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In practica, usually subsequences consisting of, for instance, six copies are used in a 
cyclic manner. These subsequences work 'reasonable good' and they evolve by experience, 
not by analysis. However, frequently problems arise because of neglecting interdependen-
cies between consecutive subsequences. The methods developed in this paper allow to 
evaluate subsequences consisting of about 50 copies. Hence, the contribution of our work 
shall be to reduce the number and the amount of problems arising because of not consid-
ering interdependencies between consecutive subsequences. 

The exposition of our work is as follows: In Section 2 the car sequencing problem is 
introduced. Section 3 provides the branching scheme along with constraint propagation 
algorithms in order to prune large parts of the search tree. Section 4 proposes techniques 
for Computing optimal level schedules. The computational evaluation is presented in 
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 provides a summary. 

2 The Car Sequencing Problem 

The subject of the so-called car sequencing approach (cp. Parello, Kabat, and Wos [14] 
and Parello [13]) is to derive schedules for the final assembly line. The central idea shall 
be explained by means of an example (which is related to car manufacturing): Assume 
that 60% of the cars manufactured on the line require the option 'sun roof'. Moreover, 
assume that five cars (copies) pass the Station where the sun roofs are installed during 
the time for the Installation of a single copy. Then, three operators (Installation teams) 
are necessary for the installation of sun roofs. Hence, the capacity constraint of the final 
assembly line for the option 'sun roof' is three out of five in a sequence, or "3:5" for short. 

In order to describe the car sequencing model formally we use the following notation: 
V : number of variants, index v 

D(v) : number of copies (demand) to be produced of variant v 
T : total production volume (periods, cycles), i.e. T = D(V)> index t 
O : number of options, index j 

aVj : equals 1, if variant v requires option j (0, otherwise) 
ffj : Nj : at most Hj of Nj successively sequenced copies may require option j 

xVjt : equals 1, if variant v is assigned to period t (0, otherwise) 

Formulation 1 The car sequencing model can be stated as a constraint satisfaction prob
lem by expressions (l)-(4). 

v 

t-1 
v t+Nj-1 

xv,t — 1 1 < t < T (1) 
U=1 
T 

!>»,< = D{v) l<v<V (2) 

E E »irfV < Hj 1 <j <0,1 <t <T-Nj + 1 (3) 
%=1 r=t 

*v,t € {0,1} l<v<Vyl<t<T (4) 

Equations (1) are assignment constraints, i.e. exactly one copy has to be produced in each 
period. Constraints (2) require to manufacture the prespecified number of copies of each 
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product Inequalities (3) restrict sequences to be feasible only if the "Hj : Nj" constraints 
are fulfilled. Finally, constraints (4) define the decision variables to be binary. 

The car sequencing model (l)-(4) pays attention to the work contents of the produets. 
Similarly, the part usage rate can be controlled within the same framework of constraints 
imposed on the number of options which are required consecutively. Hence, this approach 
uniquely addresses two fundamental aspects of mixed-model assembly lines which usually 
are dealt with separately; cp., e.g., the recent papers by Zeramdini, Aigbedo, Monden 
[20] and Zhang, Lüh, Yoneda, Kano, Kyoya [21]. 

The car sequencing model does not require to define upstream and downstream Sta
tion limits explicitely. In other words, it is not necessary to State whether the problem 
setting confines to what is called open or closed Station. This is of advantage because in 
practice there is in general some degree of freedom in this aspect which sometimes makes 
a clear distinetion between open and closed difficult. Furthermore, it is not necessary 
to model the upstream and downstream movements of the operators explicitely in order 
to control the risk of conveyor stoppage or the cost for Utility work; cp., e.g., Yano and 
Rachamadugu [19], Bard, Shtub, and Josh [1], Tsai [18], Bolat [2], and Kim, Hyun, and 
Kim [8]. 

So far, only very few papers are dedicated to the car sequencing model. Constrained 
logic programming approaches have been proposed by Parello, Kabat, and Wos [14], 
Dincbas, Simonis, and van Hentenryck [4], Parello [13], and Drexl and Jordan [5]. Unfor-
tunateley, the Performance of these approaches in general is totally disappointing. Drexl 
and Jordan [5] provide limited computational results based on an Implementation in the 
constraint programming language CHARME. The result is that even very small instances 
might take minutes on a Workstation. As shown in this reference also, to use Standard 
MlP-solvers is impractical, too. Drexl and Kimms [6] show how to combine the car 
sequencing and level scheduling problem within an integrated model (cp. Section 4 also). 

The constraint propagation algorithm provided in Section 3 is based on Formulation 2 
of the car sequencing problem, which uses the following notation: 

D : {1,..., V} —> IN; funetion D maps a variant type v to the demand of that 
type, i.e. the number of copies of v requested within the planning horizon T 

opt: {1,...,V} —> 2^1,",°^; injective funetion j £ opt(v) ^ variant v needs option j 

v : {1,..., V} ->• {-1,1}, where 

Formulation 2 The subject of the car sequencing problem is to find a sequence 
a : {1,... ,T) —> {1,..., V} which satisfies conditions (5) and (6). 

|a-1(v)| = D(v) 1 < v < V (5) 
t+Nj-l 

22 max{0, v(ff(r))j} < Hj 1 < j < 0,1 < t < T - Nj +1 (6) 
T=t 

Note that the property of a being a funetion ensures that equations (1) and (4) are ful
filled. Additionally, condition (5) corresponds to equation (2), and condition (6) Covers 
inequality (3). 
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Example 1 Consider an instance with V = 7 variants and 0 = 4 options, the number of 
requested copies and the option requirements given in Table 1, and the option restricüons 
{1:4,1:6,2:5,1:2}. For this instance a feasible Solution is given in Table 2 where an 'x' 
shows an option occurrence to be installed to the variant 

Table 1: Number of Requested Copies and Option Requirements 

v 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
opt(v) 
D(v) 

{2,3,4} {3} {4} 0 {1,4} {1,3} {3,4} 
1 3 13 2 1 1 

Table 2: Feasible Car Sequence 

period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
variant 7 2 4 5 4 1 2 5 4 3 2 6 

1:4 X X X 
1:6 X 
2:5 X X X X X X 
1:2 X X X X X 

3 Constraint Propagation Algorithms 

In the following we are going to present algorithms the aim of which is to decide whether a 
feasible Solution exists at all for a given problem instance and how it looks like. For short, 
the problem of car sequencing will be abbreviated as CS. The efficiency of these algo
rithms stems from the fact that we propagate constraints in early stages of the branching 
process, that is, we devise constraint propagagtion algorithms. For a recent survey on 
constraint propagagtion algorithms cp., e.g., Brailsford, Potts, and Smith [3]. 

3.1 Branching 

The basic idea for the construction of a sequence a is to assign successively each period 
t € {1,... , T} to a variant copy of type v. Düring the construction we handle a as a 
function 

a : {1,... ,T} —> {1,...,F} U {0} (7) 

in contrast to Formulation 2. The zero is added to avoid partial sequences by the assump-
ti°n that any yet non-assigned period is mapped onto the void variant 0. This simplifies 
further definitions without constraining them. 

According to the construction of a, the idea for branching the problem CS considered 
here is to find an assignment for the least non-assigned period t to a variant copy of type 
Ü, i.e. to the leftmost period t where a(t) = 0. Since there exist at most V possible 
assignments for such a period f, the problem is branched into at most V subproblems, 
each with a domain's cardinality decreased by one. 
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For an estimation of the width of the search tree note that the number of all possible 
sequences is calculated by 

P* 
T\ 

(8) v 
n (D(v)y. 

which is an upper bound for the number of all feasible sequences o. Hence, the width of 
the search tree depends on the relation between the planning horizon T and the demand 
rate D(v) of all different variants v € V. 

In general, a very small percentage of the Pa sequences yields solutions of CS according 
to Formulation 2. For the instance in Example 1 there are actually only 13 solutions. 
Hence, we have to prevent the unnecessary exploration of subproblems. All subproblems 
not being fully explored put up the so-called candidate list from which one is to choose to 
continue the exploration of the search tree. For the problem CS we adapt the well-known 
last-in-first-out (LIFO) principle. According to LIFO, the exploration of the search tree 
is continued within the subproblem added last to the candidate list, leading to depth-
first-search. By definition, a subproblem is explored, if (i) it has an empty Solution space 
or if (ii) it represents a feasible Solution. (One additional condition (iii) which relates to 
the calculation of bounds for the objective funetion will be issued in Section 4.2.) 

Any subproblem is a problem CS like in Formulation 2, additionally restricted by 
the current State of construction of a sequence o arising from branching. Since, in that 
way, any subproblem corresponds to a partial sequence a, it is fully described by the 
definition of u. Therefore, in the following a subproblem is identified with the State the 
corresponding sequence construction is in. A formal description of a subproblem as well 
as of branching a subproblem is given in the definitions below. 

A sequence a induces an O x T-matrix M which represents the periods of the planning 
horizon T, and each row of M is incident with an option j. The Interpretation of M is as 
follows: 

1 if option j is planned in period respecting restriction Hj : Nj 

0 if option j may be planned in period t 

—1 if option j is not planned in period t or, if planned, it would 

violate restriction Hj : Nj 

Because of the requirement of feasibility we derive 

Definition 1 A row rj of matrix M is called admissible, if 

i+Nj-1 
7; max{0, rrijti} < Hj for all 1 < t < T — Nj + 1. 
i=t 

A row rj of matrix M is said to be complete, if rj is admissible and 

T 
^2 max{0, rrijj} = 

{t»€{l,...,V}| j€opt{v)} 

additionally holds. 
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The next definition contains the description of a subproblem, consisting of its correspond-
ing sequence er and the matrix M induced by a. 

Definition 2 Let s and r denote a column and a row of M, respectively. A state of 
construction of a sequence a, referred to as CS-state, is given by a tuple £ = (o^, Af^), 

where 

(i) Vi € {1,... ,T} (<7{(i) ± 0 =*• s{() = ®(ac(t))) and 

(iilVjeil,...,0} (Emax{0,mg} < ^ 

Lei the sei of all CS-states be denoted by S. 

As already mentioned, a CS-state is identical to a subproblem of CS, hence we will refer 
to CS-states instead of subproblems of CS. In fact, the above definition allows a CS-state 
to contain more Information than we can obtain from simple branching, since it is not 
demanded that = 0 in case of a^(t) = 0. 

Definition 3 Let € E. Both CS-states are equivalent if and only if the corresponding 
subproblems have the same Solution space. 

Remark 1 In particular, the CS-state £/ = (er, M) witha(t) = 0, 1 < t < T, and rrijj = 
0, 1 < j < 0,1 < t < T, is called initial state. 

Obviously, as a consequence of the general description of a CS-state £, it is allowed that 
some coefficients of a certain column of M^ with a^(t) = 0 are fixed to 1, others to 
—1, and some are not fixed at all, i.e. they have value 0. For that reason, the choice 
of an assignment of the period corresponding to column s[^ is not arbitrary. The next 
definition points out which variants are allowed to be assigned to column 

Definition 4 Let £ € S, A variant v is called compatible with a column of Af$, 
denoted by vA if 

v(v)j = 1 => (s\())j = 1 . 

Furthermore, the definition of CS-states does not prevent any option restriction Hj : Nj 
to be violated. Therefore we introduce 

Definition 5 A CS-state £ is said to be allowed, if the following conditions hold: 

(i) All rows of M are admissible. 

(ii) Vi G {1,... }T] (a^(t) = 0 =» {v e V \ vAs^} fl {u G V | |tT^"1(v)| < D(%)} ^ 0). 

While the first condition relates to feasibility, the second one ensures that at least one 
subproblem exists for any non-assigned period t which £ can be branched into. Conversely, 
a CS-state being not allowed provides a very weak condition for the corresponding sub
problem to be fully explored. 

In case the problem CS has a non-empty Solution space, the following is obvious: 
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Remark 2 The initial state is allowed. 

There are several possible definitions for a CS-state £ to be a Solution. Since they are all 
equivalent, we will spot the following 

Definition 6 A problem £s is a Solution, if all rows of are complete and ^(O) = 0 
holds. 

Finally, we give a formal definition of branching with respect to the notation of CS-states. 

Definition 7 Let £, £' € H, £ be allowed. Branching the CS-state £ is performed by a 
transformation 

a :E x {1 x F) —> S, 

where v A and to = min{l < t < T \ a^(t) = 0}. 

In analogy of branching a subproblem, we will refer to a transformation a as branching 
step or b-step. Instead of <*(£,£, u) = £' we write and £-)•£' in case of unknown v. 
Then fdenotes a sequence of fr-steps of arbitrary length. 

As seen in the example below, a 6-step might Iead to a CS-state £' which is not 
allowed. In connection with the construction of feasible sequences those steps shall be 
called destructive. To be more general, we define 

Definition 8 Let E 5, ( 6e allowed. A b-step £—>•£' is destructive, if there does not 
exist any Solution which can be obtained by £'~^£s. 

Example 2 Recall Example 1 and assume that a sequence ofb-steps has pro-
duced the CS-state given in Table 3. By definition, £' is not allowed, since none of the 
variant types {2,6,7}, which are the only ones with non-assigned copies, offers a feasible 
assignment for period 10. £6£' is a destructive step. 

Table 3: Destructive Step 

period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
variant 2 4 5 2 3 4 1 4 6 0 0 0 

1:4 X X 
1:6 X 
2:5 X X X X 
1:2 X X X 

Identifying 6-steps as being destructive as early as possible is of major significance in view 
of the vast search space. To reduce this search Space, in Section 3.2 we concentrate on 
detecting destructive steps in early stages of the construction of a sequence a. 
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3.2 Brüning the Search Tree 

Our efforts to decrease the search tree base on the utilization of Information we can 
deduce from a CS-state f. This Information will be used to formulate a method which 
supports the exploration of a whole subtree in polynomial time. The following definitions 
are prerequisites for what follows. 

Definition 9 Let G E. A matrix is said to be a specification of M^, if 

V3 € {!>*••> O}, Vi € {1,...,T} (wfß ^ ^ mift = 0) • 

If M'^ is a specification of we say that is more specified than and denote this 
by M'v 

Definition 10 Let £ € E. We say that there exists a completion of £, if£~^£s o,nd£s is 
a Solution. If a completion of £ exists, we denote this by the predicate compl{£). 

In order to decrease the search space, we follow the three steps (1) specify by a 
polynomial method using state-inherent Information, (2) validate a CS-state by the use 
of a condition on the construction which is necessary for an allowed completion of a, 
hence for the existence of a Solution, and (3) learn from failure steps. Each of these steps 
is issued in the subsequent sections. 

3.2.1 Specification Method 

Each allowed CS-state £ carries some state-inherent Information. This Information can 
be utilized to formulate a method for the specification of Mf. The core functions for the 
development of such a method arise from the fact that all occurrences of an option j have 
to take place in a row ry of without hurting the restriction Hj : Nj. More precisely, 
for each option occurrence a ränge of periods exists within which the occurrence must be 
planned. 

In a totally unspecified matrix an option ränge is an interval of the planning 
horizon with an earliest due date as left limit and a latest due date as right limit: let 

occ(j) = D(v) 
{vev|jeopf(u)} 

denote the number of occurrences of option j in the sequence. Then the earliest due date 
is calculated by a function 

edd : 0} x IN —)• IN where (9) 

( L + (i mod Hj) if i mod Hj ^ 0 and i < occ(j) 
0> ®) ^ S — 1J * Nj -f Hj if i mod Hj = 0 and i < occ(j) 

y undefined otherwise. 

Because of symmetry the right interval limit is calculated by 

Idd : x IN —> IN where (10) 

(j f) H edd(occ(j) - i + 1) + 1 if % < occ(j) 
( undefined otherwise. 

Remark 3 follows immediately. 
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Remark 3 An empty interval [edd(j, %), ldd(j,«)] verifies non-existence of a Solution. 

Definition 11 The allowed option ranges are determined for an arbitrary CS-state £ by 

ränge : {1,...,0} x IN x S —> jpjV-v?} where (11) 

{te[edd(j}i)Jdd(j,i)\ \ a{t) = 0 A 
t'+Nj-1 

Vmax{l, t — Nj + 1} <tf <t: ^ max{0, mJ>T} < Hj} . 
T—t' 

Remark 4 Whenever range(j,i^) = 0, the Solution space of £ is empty. 

The funetion ränge is a reduetion of the interval given by earliest and latest due dates 
to a subset of periods in which an option occurrence can be planned without hurting the 
option restriction while paying attention to the current specification of It is easy to 
see that ränge is a monotonous funetion in the following sense: 

Remark 5 Let £, £' € E. Then 

M( X, M[ => range(j, i, £) D range(j, i, (') 

holds for all 1 < j < O,1 < i < occ(j). 

By means of option ranges, first a specification of is performed by the following rules: 

R1 if range(j,i,£) contains exactly one element t0 with Of(£o) = 0 (i.e. occurrence i of 
option j must be installed in period tQ), mark this in by setting = 1, 

R2 if <Tt(to) = 0 A to U range(j, i,£) holds for a period 1 < t0 < T (i.e. an 
1<«<OCC(J) 

occurrence i of option j planned in period to would hurt the option restriction), 
mark this in by setting m!ß0 = -1, 

R3 for a remaining period to with a(to) = 0 we set mfj = 0. 

Such a specification of M^ effects the possible assignments of all non-assigned periods to 
variant copies, and consequently the possibilities of branching not only in State but 
also in the whole subtree with root £. Since the number of copies of each variant type v 
is limited by its demand D(v), we can calculate these possibilities by 

possV : {l,...,T}xE —> 2^''"'^ where (12) 

(t ,_v ! P°ssV(t>€') 
\ {u e V I v As\P A |<7^(%)| < D(v)} otherwise 

Here it is assumed that the CS-state £ has been reached by a 6-step Whenever 
a^(t) / 0 A |possV(*,f)l > 1 holds for a CS-state £, the construction of o* can proeeed 
alternatively. Therefore, the elements of possV{t,£) shall be called alternatives. 

It is clear that the more is speeified, the more the sets of possible assignments are 
restricted. In fact, it is easy to see that with a further specification of the cardinality 
of the sets of alternatives obtained from possV decreases monotonously, formally noted 
by 
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Remark 6 Let £,£' € S. Then 

Mt= -<8 Mf => possV (t^) 3 possV (t^') 

holds for all 1 < t < T. 

Second the monotony of possV justifies to continue the specification of by the following 
rules: 

R4 if possV(to,0 contains exactly one variant type compatible to column s§\ assign 
a copy of this variant type to period t$: 
Vi0 € {l,...,T}(|possV(i0,OI = 1 A ^(Äo) = 0 ^ 

R5 if all variant types in possV(t0>f) need an option of type j to be installed, insert 
this option in period to: 
Wo G T) (3 j0 G {l,...,0}(v« €possV(t0,£)) 
(,j G opt(v) A crf(t0) = 0 => mflto = 1), 

R6 vice versa, if none of the variant types in possV(io5£) need an option of type j to 
be installed, reject this option in period t0: 
Vto e {1,...,T} (3jo e {1 ,...,0}(Vu €pos$V($o,0) 
(j i opt(v) A cr{(i0) = 0 =* m(9t0 = -1), 

R7 if there are exactly n non-assigned periods which variant type v$ can be assigned 
to, and there are exactly n copies of ÜQ left-over for assignment, then assign those 
periods to variant type %o: 
let Av := {t e {1,..., T} | a(t) = 0 A vQ e possV(t, £)}; then 

G {1,..., V} (|^4„0| = D(v0) — |crf1(w0)| => (Vi € AVo)(sP = v(v0))). 

The specification rules R4 to R7 can be formulated as polynomial Operations on a matrix 
Mf. Applied to Mf, the Operations may lead to a more specified M£ X, which 
incurs the necessity of a repeated application of ränge and possV. Consequently, the 
specification of is an iterative process which can be expressed in pseudo code as 
follows: 

1 repeat 

2 calculate function ränge 

3 apply rules R1 to R3 

4 calculate possV 

5 apply rules R4 to R7 

6 until non of the rules R4 to R7 effects 

This iteration runs until none of the matrix elements changed its value, i.e. some kind of 
fix point has been reached. Since, as aforementioned, possV decreases monotonously 
in the cardinality of its image by specification of such a fix point exists. 

A CS-state £ = {cjf, M^) is equivalent to the state £' = obtained from a 
specification of However, provides a smaller search space than £. 
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Example 3 The effect of rules R1 to R7 can be seen in Example 1. First, we calculate the 
option ranges in the initial state according to (11); cp. Table 4. From this we derive 
the possible assignments for each period according to (12), and we obtain the sequence 
provided in Table 5. The row representing the third option type is already fixed, according 
to rules R1 and R2. Having performed branching which produces a sequence 
with initial part u(l) = 2 and a(2) — 1, the iterative process is invoked; cp. Table 6. After 
branching only twice and three iterations of the specification method a Solution is found. 
From periods 3 to 12, all assignments leading to destructive steps are skipped. 

Table 4: Value of the Function ränge in the Initial CS-State 

occurrence ranges 
option 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 [1:4] [5:8] [9:12] 
2 [1=12] 
3 [1-1] [2:2] [6:6] [7:7] [11:11] [12:12] 
4 [1:4] [3:6] [5:8] [7:10] [9:12] 

Table 5: First-Level Specification of the Initial State 

t 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
a(t) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

possV 1,2 
6,7 

1,2 
6,7 

3,4 
5 

3,4 
5 

3,4 
5 

1,2 
6,7 

1,2 
6,7 

3,4 
5 

3,4 
5 

3,4 
5 

1,2 
6,7 

1,2 
6,7 

1:4 
1:6 
2:5 X X - - - X X - - - X X 
1:2 

3.2.2 A Condition on compl(£) 

While the specification method supports skipping a whole subtree, in the second step a 
criterion is developed to analyse the CS-state £ with Af£ obtained from the specification 
method in view of whether it is worth continuing the so far constructed a% or to drop £ 
from consideration. For this purpose, we use a condition ö(£) which is necessary for the 
completion of hence 

compl(£) => @(f). (13) 

The idea is that, once -,3(£) holds, it is clear by contradiction that there is no Solution 
available by further exploration of f. Being not allowed, as a predicate on CS-states, 

is a rather poor example for such a condition. The problem is to find a condition S(£) 
strong enough to predict an empty Solution Space in early stages of the construction of a. 
This is the subject of what follows. 

From Remarks 3 and 4 and the definition of allowed CS-states we know that a Solution 
of a cannot be obtained from State if one of the following two conditions is valid: 
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Table 6: Problem Solved by Specification 

it t 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

a{t) 2 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

possV 
1,2 
6,7 

1,2 
6,7 

4 3,4 
5 

3,4 
5 

2,6 
7 

2,6 
7 

3,4 
5 

3,4 
5 

3,4 
5 

2,6 
7 

2,6 
7 

1 1:4 - - -
1:6 - X 
2:5 X x - - - X X - - - X X 
1:2 - X -

a{t) 2 1 4 5 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 6 

possV 1,2 
6,7 

1,2 
6,7 

4 5 3,4 2,7 2,7 5 3,4 3,4 2,7 6 

2 1:4 - - - X - - - X - - - X 
1:6 - X 
2:5 X x - - - X X - - - X X 

[ 1:2 - X - X X -

a(t) 2 1 4 5 4 7 2 5 4 3 2 6 

possV 1,2 
6,7 

1,2 
6,7 

4 5 4 7 2 5 4 3 2 6 

3 1:4 - - - X - - - X - - - X 
1:6 - X 
2:5 X X - - - X X - - - X X 
1:2 - X - X - X - X _ X - -

C1 (3j € {1,... ,0}) (Bi 6 {1,.. ,,occ(j)}) (range(j,i,£) = 0) 
there exists an option occurrence of type j which cannot be inserted into M without 
hurting the Hj : Nj constraint, 

C2 = 0) 
there is a yet non-assigned period which no variant type is compatible with. 

C2 is only a consequence of the fact that there were less periods a variant type v could 
be assigned to than the number of copies of type v still to assign in some state where 

So we modify this condition to 

C2' 

(£>(«)-|af x(t;)| > \{t € {1,...,T} | a((t) =0 A v € posaV(i,0}|) 

which is able to predict occurrences of C2. 
First, we derive a condition S(1)(£) as follows: Let r(u, f) be short for D(v) -

and let denote the number of occurrences already inserted into M& that is, 

T 
#i.{ = Emax(0)mi,t}> 

t=l 
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then define 

9(1)(0 = (Vt, € y}) 
(|{£€ | <r((t) = 0 A v £ possV (t,£)}\ > r(v,£)) 

A (Vj G {,•••, 0})(V#iif + 1 < i < occ(j)) 
(#j,S < occ(j) => range(j,i,£) ± 0). 

To evaluate we introduce the set of non-assigned periods 

Uf = 

in state £ and the sets of non-assigned periods 

= {t € Ua j v e possV{t,£)}, 1 < V < V 

in which a variant copy of type v is an alternative. 

Example 4 Consider a state £ with D {t^, ^2, tisJ ti4}, 
possV(ti^Z) D {1,2}, possV(ti2^) D {1,2}, 
possV(U3,£) 3 {1,2}, possV(tu^)D{2}, 

andVt £ {^,^2,^3,^4} : 1 ^ po$sV(t,£), 2 ^ possV(t,£). Furthermore, let r( 1,£) = 
3 and r(2, £) = 2. 

Provided the fact that C1 does not hold? the condition 5^(£) is valid, since 

U\ ~ 3 > 3 = r(l,£) A ü\ = 4 > 2 = r(2,£)? 

though there does not exist any completion of the sequence. In the worst case, having 
scheduled a(t^) = cr(ti2) = cr(ti3) = 1, 3^(£') becomes invalid after having performed 
three more b-steps, reaching state Consequently, is too weak. 

In Example 4, the invalidity of compl(crcould have been noticed in an earlier state by 
calculating 

r(l,0 + ^(2,0 = 5 A |l£ut£|=4, 

showing that the set of non-assigned periods U Ushared by both variants is not 
capable to pick up the remaining copies of those variants. In view of the monotony of 
possV, this capability is necessary for all subsets of variants, so C2' is modified to 

u u* 
k€K 5 

< E r(*,0 
keK 

C2" (3KG2^ v>) 

and, second, we strengthen the condition S by the negation of C2" 

3(2)(() = (Vir G 2t*evlr^^>0J) 

(K^fb u u% 
k€K 5 

> E r(*,0) 
keK 

A (V j € {1,... ,0})(V2 € {#>,£ + 1, • • • , occ(.?)}) 
(#Ä* < occ(j) => ran3eO*,i,f) + 0) • 

Once (^) holds, £ is fully explored, even in case further branching is possible. Unfor-
tunately, validating requires exponential effort. Nevertheless, S^(£) can be used 
partially to predict destructive steps. For example, 3^(0 can be evaluated for single-
tons and pairs of variants with complexity 0(V) and 0(V2), respectively. The question 
whether 3^(£) is also sufficient for compl{£,) is answered negative by 
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Example 5 Consider an instance of CS with T = 5, V = 3, D(v) = (3,1,1) and 0 = 3. 
Furthermore, we have the option restrictions {1:3;1:S;1:4} and the option sets opt( 1) = 
{!}, opt(2) = {2,3} and opt(3) = 2. Then the option ranges are 

range( 1,1) = [1], range(2,1) = [1,2], 
range( 1,2) = [3], range(2,2) = [4,5], 
range(l, 3) = [5], range(3,1) = [1,5]. 

It follows 

possV( l,f/) = 1, poggy(3,&) = 1, possV(5,f/) = 1, 
possF(2, fr) = 2,4, possK(4, = 2,4, 

and it is easy to see that 

\/Ke 2<1'-'3} 

k€K 
> E W 

k€K 
holds. However, there exists no Solution, since the copies of variant 1 must be scheduled 
in periods 1,3 and 5, and variants 2 and 3 scheduled in periods 2 and 4, both requesting 
option 2, hurting the option restriction 1:3. 

Hence, we see this instance to be unsolvable by one application of the specification method. 

3.2.3 Learning from Failure Steps 

In contrast to the methods presented so far which support the construction of o by 
detecting and excluding destructive steps, the usage of learning from failure steps avoids 
to repeat them, once they were done. Whenever recognizes that the construction 
runs into a destructive step, such that a completion of a cannot be obtained from state 
£, f can be dropped from consideration, and the construction proceeds to the latest state 
where at least one non-explored alternative is available, according to the LIFO principle 
of selecting a CS-state from the candidate list. 

Consider a state £ for which (() does not hold, and assume an occurrence of option 
j with range(j, i, f) = 0. Further, let £' be the latest State with at least one alternative 
not yet explored. The set of non-explored alternatives in £' may be denoted by A and the 
assignment performed in £' by a(if) = v . 

Now we have to differ between two cases: 

(1) j e opt(v) 
Though an occurrence of option j has been inserted into in period f, an empty 
option ränge for another occurrence of j results from specification of hence, it is 
useless to try an alternative in period since any of the alternatives would lead to 
the same result because of the monotony of ränge. Therefore, we set possV (£', £') = 0 
and choose the next step from the candidate list immediately. 

(2) j <£ opt(v) 
Then there may be a Solution only when inserting an occurrence of option j in 
period t'\ therefore, we set possV(t', £') = possV{H^9) — {v £ V \ j opt(v)} and 
proceed from £' with a variant of the updated smaller set of alternatives. 

Here, the incapability to schedule an option occurrence is utilized to cut branches off the 
search tree which, otherwise, would have been recognized as destructive later. In this 
context learning from failure steps means recognizing the cause of such step. 
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4 Optimal Level Schedules 

The algorithms of the preceding section teil us how to compute feasible sequences. If more 
than just one feasible sequence exists the natural question arises which one to choose. This 
leads to the problem of determining an optimal level schedule, the subject of what follows. 

As outlined by Drexl and Kimms [6], the main idea of leveling the schedule is to keep 
the quantity of each product manufactured per unit time as close as possible to the demand 
for that product per unit time. This is underlined by the algorithmic approaches presented 
in the literature. Monden [12] attaches to his description of Toyota's produetion system, 
published in 1983, two scheduling algorithms named Goal Chasing I and Goal Chasing 
II. The first one considers the minimal mean squared deviation between expected and 
actual accumulated component usage while the second one is a simplification of the first 
one aiming at reducing computation time. Miltenburg [11] presents a nonlinear integer 
programming formulation with the objective of minimizing the deviation between actual 
and desired produetion rates. Kubiak and Sethi [10] introduce a variant, which reduces the 
scheduling algorithm to an assignment problem. Inman and Bulfin [7] give a formulation 
of the problem as a minimization problem in which the objective is to minimize the sum 
of deviations between actual positions of the copies from the ideal ones in the sequence. 

4.1 Objective Function 

In the sequel, we will adopt the approach of Inman and Bulfin [7]. Formally, it can be 
described by 

Formulation 3 Let the ideal position be given by a funetion 

dd : {1,..., V} x IN —> IR where 

(M -> \ <Jwr D<»> 
[ oo otherwise. 

Then the level scheduling model is 
V D{v) 

min £ E ||£_1(D,i) - dd(v,i)|| 
f=l |=1 

s.t. S : {1 ,...,T} —> {1,...,V} x N. 

Apparently, this formulation is different from, but equivalent to the formulation given by 
Inman and Bulfin [7]. The objective minimizes the sum of deviations of the scheduled 
periods from the optimal ones given by dd, using an arbitrary ^-norm. If not mentioned 
otherwise, we will consider the absolute norm. Hence, it is clear that in an optimal 
Solution (funetion S) none of the periods of the planning horizon is mapped onto a variant 
copy with index greater than D(v). As mentioned previously, there exists a construction 
method for an optimal Solution which is performed in polynomial time. This method is 
explained now. 

4.2 Lower Bound 

In addition to conditions (i) and (ii) introduced in Subsection 3.1 a subproblem is explored, 
if (iii) the expected value of the objective funetion is worse than the best one known so 
far. 
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In order to estimate the objective value of any feasible completion of in an arbitrary 
CS-state £, lower bounds are calculated for a partial sequence a$ by using a relaxation 
on CS. The relaxation considered here is to drop constraints (3). The objective value of 
any feasible sequence a^s is an upper bound for the optimal objective. We calculate lower 
bounds lb{f) in a CS-State £ by solving the level scheduling given in Formulation 3 with 
input data restricted to T' = o^(0) and Dr(v) = D(v) — for all v € V, and add 
the obtained value to the current objective of o 

lbi0 = E Iß 
t=i 

where for each period t v$ is either obtained from o% in case a^(t) ^ 0, or VQ is the variant 
determined by the method of Inman and Bulfin [7], otherwise. 

Now, we present the construction method for the level scheduling model. Then it is 
proven in Lemma 1 that the constructed schedule is optimal with respect to the objective. 

The production of a copy (%, i) causes objective cost only if it is produced at a period 
t which is not equal to the ideal position calculated by dd(vyi). Let us consider the 
difference between ideal position and planning period as cost measure, that is 

c T} x {1,... ,V} x N —» R U {oo} where 

(t,M) 
dd(v, i) — t if dd{v, i) i= oo 
oo otherwise. 

For illustrative purposes, let us have a look at the following 

Example 6 Recall Example 1, where the demand D(v) for the seven variants is given 
by (1,3,1,3,2,1,1) for v = 1,..., 7. Since one copy is produced each periodthe overall 
demand is equal to the amount of periods within the planning horizon, hence 

T = £D(t,) = 12 
V=1 

The ideal positions are 
/ 

dd : (v,i) 

6 oo oo 00 
2 6 10 00 
6 00 00 oo 
2 6 10 oo 
3 9 00 00 
6 00 oo 00 
6 00 00 00 

According to the construction method, we obtain the sequence given in Table 7. 

The construction of 6* as the schedule with minimal objective value is as follows: map 
each period t consecutively onto that copy of a variant with least c-value. Formally, it is 
denoted by 

ö*(t) := (%,2o), where 

c(t, VQ, «O) = min{c(£, v, i) | (t/, i) <£ rf([l,..., t - 1]). 
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Table 7: Sequence Obtained From Level Scheduling 

period 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
variant 2 4 5 1 2 3 4 6 7 5 2 4 

deviation 1 0 0 2 1 0 1 2 3 1 1 2 
objeci Live funetion value: 14.0 

Let the set of all sequences {1,..., T} —> {1,..., V} x N be denoted by A. The objective 
value of a sequence is the sum of the norm of the c-values, i.e. 

CA : A —> R U {oo}, 5 i-> ^ \\c{t, <5(*))|j. 
f=l 

Optimality of 8* is shown by proving the nonexistence of another sequence 8' the objective 
value of which is less than the objective of 8*. 

Lemma 1 C&(8*) — min{CA(£) | 8 e A} 

Proof. Assume the statement to be wrong. Then there is a sequence 8' € A for which 
CA{&) < holds. Consider such a funetion 8'. Obviously 8' ^ 8*, so there exists 
t e {1,..., T} such that 8r(t) ^ 8*(t). Consequently, the set D = {1 < t < T | 8'(t) ^ 
£*(£)} is nonempty. Without loss of generality it can be assumed that #*({!,... ,T}) = 
8'({ 1,... ,T})y i.e. 8f is a permutation of 8*, otherwise there would be t £ {1,... ,T} with 
c(i, 8'(t)) = oo, and this would result in a contradiction immediately. 

Set tf := minD, hence (VZ € 1}) = £'(t)), and there exists t" > t' 
such that 8*(t') = 8'(tfr) since 8' is a permutation of 8. Let (%', i') := 8\t'), (vf\ i") := 8'(t") 
and define the permutation 7r € A as 

vr := (f'\{(C,K:')),(CK,n)}) U (CK«'))}, 

that is, 7r is obtained from 8f by changing the images at the domain values tl and t" in 
such a way that 7r matches the image of at (Recall 1r to be an approximation step 
from 8' to 8*.) Further it is clear that v' / v". Hence, the difference between the objective 
value of 8' and 7T is 

d := CA{8') - CA(<ir) 

= CA(8' - CA(7T 

= IIdd(v', i') -1'II + IIdd{v\ i") - f II - I\dd{v\ i") - f II - \\dd(v', i') - «"II. 

Now, use a' as short-hand notation for dd(vr, i') and a" for dd(v"j i"). We have to consider 
two cases: 

(1) a! = a"; then 

d = 11^-^11 + 11^-^11-11^-^11-11^-^11 
= ||a' - f || + K - f\\ - ||a' - t'\\ - ||a' - t"\\ = 0. 
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(2) a! 7^ a"; according to the construction of (and consequently of 7r at periods 
f,i") it is clear that a" < a'; furthermore, we have t' < i", and, hence, we have to 
distinguish between six subcases: 

(a) a" <a'<t'< t" 

d = (t-a') + (f-<?)-(*-ar)-(f-a') 

= t'-a' + f-a"-t' + a"-t" + a' = 0. 

(b) f < a" <a! <? 

d = (Q!-t') + {t"-a")-{a"-t')-{t"-Q!) 

= a! — t! +1" - a" - a" +t' -1" + a' 

= 2a' - 2a" > 0. 

(c) t! < t" < a" < o! 

d — (a! — t') + (a" — t") — (an — £) — (a! — t") 
= d-t + cF-tf~a" + l!-a' + ? = 0. 

(d) a" <t' <o! < t" 

d = (a!-t') + {f-a")-{t'-a")-{t"-a!) 

= a' - t' 4- f - o" - + o" - t" + al 

= 2a' - 21' > 0. 

(e) a" <Ü < t" < a' 

d = (o! -t') + {t" -a")-{t' -a")-(a' -1") 

= af-t' + f-a"-t, + a,t-at + f 

= 2t" - 2t' > 0. 

(f) t' < a" < f < a! 

d = (a' -t') + {t" -a")-(a" -tl)-(a! -f) 

= Q!-t' + f-a"-a" + t'-a! + t" 

= 2t" — 2a" > 0. 

In any case C&(5f) — CA(7T) > 0 holds, so an approximation of a sequence 6' to an optimal 
sequence 5* leads to a Stagnation or a reduction of the objective function value. Hence, 
vice versa, C&(ö') > C^(6*) holds, and this yields the contradiction. • 

4.3 Overall Algorithm 

The Performance of the algorithm for Computing optimal sequences depends on the one 
hand on how fast a feasible Solution is found, and on the other hand on the quality of its 
objective value related to the optimal sequence's objective. Being part of the specification 
method for a CS-state £, the function possV calculates the set of alternatives ( can be 
branched into. The suitable choice of an alternative to proceed from f allows to lead 
the construction of a into a certain direction, for instance in order to obtain a feasible 
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Solution fast. Therefore, we need an evaluation of the alternatives for ordering them into 
a priority queue before adding them to the candidate list. 

Three priority rules are suggested here. Assume £ to be an allowed CS-state with 
least non-assigned period t; then let possV(t, £) = ..., % } be the set of alternatives 
which can be assigned to period t\ p(v) denotes the priority value of v. 

PR-1 The first idea for ordering the alternatives {u^,... ,vik} arises from the goal to 
minimize the objective value of a. Consequently, the next variant copy to assign 
should be the one which increases the overall objective value of a least, as done by 
the level scheduling method by Inman and Bulfin [7]. Therefore, the priority values 
of the alternatives are calculated by 

vi < q < k : p(viq) - (d? 1(vi„) +1) - g) 
DK) 

A mapping of t to with minimal value p{viq) takes care that branching the state 
f results in lowest objective cost. Nevertheless, because of the restriction to the 
variant set given by possV this assignment is to be considered as locally cheapest; 
there may be a permutation of a with a{t) ^ and smaller sequence objective. 

Intending to find a feasible Solution fast, the following priority rules are derived from 
condition 3^. 

PR-2 The rule is based on the idea to insert option occurrences as early as possible, so 
the risk for an occurrence to have an empty ränge is reduced. This is done by 

VI < q < k : p(vi) = opt(viq) 

The next variant to assign is with maximal value p(viq). The rule corresponds 

to the second clause of condition 

PR-3 The third rule evaluates an alternative v by the relation between the number of 
columns v that can be assigned to and the number of its copies to be assigned yet: 

VI < q < k : p(viJ = 
\{t<? <T\ viq 6 pos3y(C,f)}| 

ÖK) - ̂ _1K) 

If holds, then p{iq) > 1. Choose v*ig to be assigned to t with minimal value 

p(vi(i). This rule corresponds to the first clause of condition Q^2'(£), reducing the 
risk to run in a CS-state where there are less columns a variant type v can be 
assigned to than the number of copies of v still to be scheduled. 

While the first rule is expected to lead to a Solution of reasonable good quality, the 
other branching criteria may prevent unnecessary branching which may provide a feasible 
Solution to be found faster. A description of the algorithm can be given as follows: 
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1 C 0 

2 candidateList := {£/) 

3 while candidateList ^ {) do 

4 £ := getFirstCandidateFromList 

5 apply specification method 

6 if -Ö(£) or lb (f) > value (£*) then 

7 drop £ from candidateList 

8 eise 

9 if C7_1(0) = 0 then 

10 if lb{Q < value(£*) or £* = () then 

11 V - t 

12 endif 

13 eise 

14 £0 = min cr-^O) 

15 A{ = possV (tojf) 

16 sort A{ -> (%%!,...,%) 

17 candidateList := ; candidateList) 

18 endif 

19 endif 

20 end while 

When initiating the computation, the candidate list of yet non-explored CS-states consists 
of the initial State only. The best Solution so far is denoted by £*. As long as there are 
CS-states still to explore, we consider the first one from the candidate list and specify 
it by the method of Section 3.2. In case the condition 9(£) predicts that the Solution 
space of ( is empty, or in case £ can be bounded by its objective value, the CS-state is 
dropped from further consideration. If £ is not dropped, then it may be a Solution and is 
eventually stored as the new best Solution, otherwise the alternatives of £ are sorted by 
their priority values and, according to the LIFO principle, added to the candidate list as 
being the next CS-states to explore. The algorithm stops when every brauch of the search 
tree either is explored or cut off by bounding. If a feasible Solution exists, £* contains the 
Solution with minimal objective value. 
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5 Computational Results 

The computational evaluation has been performed on a PC equipped with an Intel-
350MHz-processor, 64MB RAM, and operating system Windows™ 98. The algorithm 
has been implemented by the use of the Delphi™ environment, developer's edition, Ver
sion 2.01. 

In order to evaluate the algorithms presented above we used the testbed provided in 
Drexl and Kimms [6]. The instances have the characteristics shown in Table 8. Note that 
due to the construction scheme each of the (non-trivial) instances has at least one feasible 
Solution. Various planning horizons T were considered each with 3, 5 and 7 different 
option types and with two different hardness categories w.r.t. satisfying the restrictions, 
namely easy and hard. 

Table 8: Characteristics of the Testbed 

T O easy hard 
3 1:2,2:5,7:8 1:8,1:7,2:8 

10 5 1:2,2:5,7:8,3:4,6:7 1:8,1:7,2:8,1:6,2:7 
7 1:2,2:5,7:8,3:4,6:7,2:3,5:6 1:8,1:7,2:8,1:6,2:7,3:8,1:5 
3 1:2,2:5,7:8 1:8,1:7,2:8 

15 5 1:2,2:5,7:8,3:4,6:7 1:8,1:7,2:8,1:6,2:7 
7 1:2,2:5,7:8,3:4,6:7,2:3,5:6 1:8,1:7,2:8,1:6,2:7,3:8,1:5 
3 1:2,2:5,7:8 1:8,1:7,2:8 

20 5 1:2,2:5,7:8,3:4,6:7 1:8,1:7,2:8,1:6,2:7 
7 1:2,2:5,7:8,3:4,6:7,2:3,5:6 1:8,1:7,2:8,1:6,2:7,3:8,1:5 
3 1:2,2:5,7:8 1:8,1:7,2:8 

30 5 1:2,2:5,7:8,3:4,6:7 1:8,1:7,2:8,1:6,2:7 
7 1:2,2:5,7:8,3:4,6:7,2:3,5:6 1:8,1:7,2:8,1:6,2:7,3:8,1:5 
3 1:2,2:5,7:8 1:8,1:7,2:8 

40 5 1:2,2:5,7:8,3:4,6:7 1:8,1:7,2:8,1:6,2:7 
7 1:2,2:5,7:8,3:4,6:7,2:3,5:6 1:8,1:7,2:8,1:6,2:7,3:8,1:5 
3 1:2,2:5,7:8 1:8,1:7,2:8 

50 5 1:2,2:5,7:8,3:4,6:7 1:8,1:7,2:8,1:6,2:7 
7 1:2,2:5,7:8,3:4,6:7,2:3,5:6 1:8,1:7,2:8,1:6,2:7,3:8,1:5 

The algorithm has been applied three times to all problem instances, each with a 
different priority rule PR-1, PR-2 and PR-3. As indicated the lp—norm has been used. 

The Performance of the algorithms has been measured in terms of 

• the run-time needed to find a feasible Solution, satisfying Formulation 2, together 
with the number of failure steps (i.e. the number of boundings invoked by an empty 
Solution space of a subproblem) until such a Solution was found; 

• the run-time needed to find an optimal Solution, together with the total number of 
failure steps until the search tree was fully explored; 
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Table 9: Computational Results - Easy Instances 

T 0 PR-1 1 PR-2 PR-3 

3 
0 

0:00:00 
0 

0:00:00 
0.00 

0 
0:00:00 

1 
0:00:00 

30.77 
0 

0:00:00 
0 

0:00:00 
0.00 

10 5 
0 

0:00:00 
1 

0:00:00 
0.00 

0 
0:00:00 

0 
0:00:00 

18.75 
0 

0:00:00 
1 

0:00:00 
18.75 

7 
0 

0:00:00 
0 

0:00:00 
0.00 

0 
0:00:00 

0 
0:00:00 

476 
0 

0:00:00 J 
0 

0:00:00 
0.00 

3 
0 

0:00:00 
0 

0:00:00 
0.00 

0 
0:00:00 

1 
0:00:00 

52.00 
0 

0:00:00 
1 

0:00:00 
52.00 

15 5 
0 

0:00:00 
33 

0:00:01 
32.14 

0 
0:00:00 

36 
0:00:01 

44,12 
0 

0:00:00 
32 

0:00:01 
26.92 

7 
3 

0:00:00 
19 

0:00:00 
15.00 

0 
0:00:00 

7 
0:00:00 

26.09 
2 

0:00:00 
28 

0:00:00 
29.17 

3 
0 

0:00:00 
6 

0:00:00 
28.00 0 

0:00:00 
4 

0:00:00 
21.74 0 

0:00:00 
4 

0:00:00 
14.29 

20 5 
0 

0:00:00 
58 

0:00:01 
0.00 

0 
0:00:00 

52 
0:00:01 

28.57 0 
0:00:00 

68 
0:00:01 

26.83 

7 
7 

0:00:00 
141 

0:00:02 
6.35 

0 
0:00:00j 

151 
0:00:02 

20.27 1 
0:00:00 

104 
0:00:01 j 

1.64 

3 
0 

0:00:00 
73 

0:00:01 
17.95 0 

0:00:00 
57 

0:00:00 
3.03 

2 
0:00:00 

83 
0:00:01 

44.83 

30 5 
0 

0:00:00 
23 

0:00:01 
34.21 0 

0:00:00 
23 

0:00:01 
25.37 0 

0:00:00 
28 

0:00:01 
31.51 

7 
4 

0:00:00 
101 

0:00:03 
22.40 0 

0:00:00 
96 

0:00:03 
23.62 

7 
0:00:00 

89 
0:00:02 

16.38 

3 
0 

0:00:00 
47 

0:00:02 
27.27 0 

0:00:00 
19 

0:00:02 
19.62 0 

0:00:00 
31 

0:00:02 
39.62 

40 5 
1 

0:00:00 
788 

0:00:24 
4.40 0 

0:00:00 
975 

0:00:24 
30.40 4 

0:00:00 
914 

0:00:24 
5.43 

7 
55 

0:00:01 
520 

0:00:11 
16.27 0 

0:00:00 
381 

0:00:10 
22.60 2 

0:00:00 
456 

0:00:11 
11.41 

3 
0 

0:00:00 
223 

0:00:11 
20.34 0 

0:00:00 
165 

0:00:10 
24.19 0 

0:00:00 
189 

0:00:10 
18.97 

50 5 
7 

0:00:00 
1144 

0:01:27 
29.10 0 

0:00:00 
1338 

0:01:34 
29.10 0 

0:00:00 
1199 

0:01:28 
46.02 

7 
2 

0:00:00 
4303 

0:03:15 
34.59 0 

0:00:00 
15782 

0:11:06 
32.97 2 

0:00:00 
9867 

0:08:05 
33.92 

task find opt % find opt % find opt % 
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Table 10: Computational Results - Hard Instances 

T 0 PR-1 PR-2 PR-3 

10 

3 
0 

0:00:00 
0 

0:00:00 
0.00 

0 
0:00:00 

0 
0:00:00 

60.67 
0 

0:00:00 
0 

0:00:00j 
60.00 

10 5 
0 

0:00:00 
0 

0:00:00 
0.00 

0 
0:00:00 

0 
0:00:00 

43.48 
0 

0:00:00 
1 

0:00:00 
43.48 10 

7 0 
0:00:00 

1 
0:00:00 

0.00 
2 

0:00:00 
3 

0:00:00 
19.23 

0 
0:00:00 

1 
0:00:00 

19.23 

15 

3 
0 

0:00:00 
0 

0:00:00 
0.00 

0 
0:00:00 

0 
0:00:0 

68.75 
0 

0:00:00 
0 

0:00:00 
64.29 

15 5 
0 

0:00:00 
0 

0:00:00 
33.33 

0 
0:00:00 

0 
0:00:01 

52.63 
0 

0:00:00 
3 

0:00:00 
53.85 15 

7 
0 

0:00:00 
19 

0:00:00 
25.00 

0 
0:00:00 

24 
0:00:01 

40.00 
0 

0:00:00 
38 

0:00:01 
35.71 

20 

3 
0 

0:00:00 
0 

0:00:00 
0.00 

0 
0:00:00 

0 
0:00:00 

72.73 
0 

0:00:00 
0 

0:00:00 
68.42 

20 5 
0 

0:00:00 
0 

0:00:01 
31.43 

0 
0:00:00 

80 
0:00:05 

51.02 
1 

0:00:00 
17 

0:00:01 
47,83 20 

7 1 
0:00:00 

3382 
0:00:58 

21.43 
0 

0:00:00 
5169 

0:01:01 
43.59 

4 
0:00:00 

2084 
0:00:57 

33.33 

30 

3 
0 

0:00:00 
0 

0:00:00 
0.00 

0 
0:00:00 

0 
0:00:01 

69.84 
0 

0:00:00 
0 

0:00:01 
65.45 

30 5 
0 

0:00:00 
15765 

0:04:02 
25.71 

0 
0:00:00 

73164 
0:16:02 

44.68 
7 

0:00:00 
9669 

0:04:07 
35.00 30 

7 
4 

0:00:00 
390611 
2:37:54 

15.52 
0 

0:00:00 
not 

comp 
530 

0:00:07 
not 

comp 
28.37 

40 

3 
0 

0:00:00 
6 

0:00:00 
0.00 

0 
0:00:00 

0 
0:00:01 

57.50 
0 

0:00:00 
112 

0:00:05 
52.78 

40 5 
1 

0:00:00 
310066 
1:58:15 

23.23 
0 

0:00:00 
126966 
1:46:16 

44.79 
22 

0:00:00 
not 

comp 40 

7 
408 

0:00:10 
552160 
4:32:37 

16.84 
0 

0:00:00 
not 

comp 
1728 

0:00:45 
not 

comp 

50 

3 
0 

0:00:00 
14271 

0:03:53 
23.94 

0 
0:00:00 

5963 
0:05:47 

0 
0:00:00 

9608 
0:03:55 

50 5 
0 

0:00:00 
415981 
2:52:44 

37.82 
0 

0:00:00 
not 

comp 
0 

0:00:00 
not 

comp 50 

7 
28862 

0:10:16 
not 

comp 
33 

0:00:01 
not 

comp 
11864 

0:05:26 
not 

comp 

tas sk find opt % find opt % find opt % 
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• the percentage deviation between the objective value of the first Solution and the 
optimal objective value. 

The computational results are given in Tables 9 and 10. The tables cover the results for the 
different priority rules distinctly; the first entry in columns find and opt(imize) represents 
the number of failure steps while the second denotes the run-time in hrs:min:sec. Entries 
in the column % denote the deviation between the first and the best Solution found. An 
entry not comp indicates that the computation has been aborted because of exceeding the 
time-limit of three hours. 

At first sight, the distinction between easy and hard problem instances is confirmed 
when comparing the results, especially when comparing the run-times needed for opti-
mization. This can be explained by the fact that the instance generator tends to produce 
less variety of variant types with higher demand rates when using easy restrictions than 
it does by the use of hard restrictions which typically result in a broad variety of variant 
types with small demand rates. In view of the overall number of sequences Pai prob
lems arising from easy instances put on a search tree with smaller size. Implicitly, the 
characteristics of the option restrictions have great influence on the run-time. 

It is generally noticed that a feasible Solution is found quite fast when using the 
priority rule PR-2, even for larger-sized problems (compare the results of T = 50, O = 
7, category hard). Here the effect the criterion aimed at has been reached, in contrast to 
the rule PR-3 which failed to fulfill the expectations. 

Considering the task to optimize the Solution sequence the priority rule PR-1, choosing 
an alternative with Iocally cheapest value, is of some advantage compared to the others. 
Here the deviation between first and best Solution value is rarely worse than 33%, while 
the other rules result in much greater deviation. Based on these observations it can be 
concluded that using PR-1 the algorithm is capable to find a feasible sequence fast, and 
the value of the first sequence is an upper bound close to the optimal objective value. 

Apparently, the gap in run-time between the first and the best Solution is very wide 
for larger-sized problems in general. This seems to be due to a poor lower bound on 
partly constructed sequences. A bound regarding the variant ranges given by the func
tion possV would probably result in a much better run-time Performance. However, a 
comparison between the amount of failure steps and the number of sequences Pa shows 
that the Solution procedure is quite powerful in decreasing the search space. This is due 
to the specification method which succeeds in bounding the problem in early stages of the 
construction of a sequence a. 

6 Summary 

The subject of the car sequencing problem is to derive sequences for the final assembly 
line. More precisely, the goal is to produce a sequence for the final assembly level while 
taking maximal Station loads (capacities) and implied part usages explicitely into account 
via sequencing constraints. Clearly, to look at Station loads reduces the risk of stopping 
the conveyor while the part usage aspect avoids shortages. By contrast level scheduling 
is based on the assumption that the different options (i.e. parts such as engines, trans-
missions, accelerators, number of doors) required by the different variants do not affect 
Station loads and that the implied part demand for the Output of the feeder process has 
not to be taken into account. 
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A branching scheme and constraint propagation algorithms are provided which allow to 
compute a feasible Solution for large-size problem instances. Furthermore, an algorithm 
is presented which can optimize a level schedule objective while taking care of the car 
sequencing constraints. Computational results are presented which show that feasible 
(optimal) solutions can be obtained quickly for (fairly) quite large problem instances. 
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